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AW21 INTRODUCTION 
– REFLECTIONS
Introducing Autumn/Winter 2021 from Nü; an evocative take on natural, earthen textures and a celebration of 
creative spirit. 

AW21 invites us to dream and reflect. Dream of the world that exists beyond the skies. Dreaming of the moments 
that cause us to stop. To reflect. To absorb the beauty of the natural world. Picture floating off into the sky in a 
hot air balloon. Your sense of freedom is mirrored by the reflections you see below you; your shadow cast across 
golden fields, or the sun’s rays refracting off the ocean waves. How do we express our true selves? These are 
pieces designed to be worn with spirit, attitude and soul. 

Embrace the eclectic and mix and match with carefree abandon with a collection of earthy-hued separates. 
Elegant and refined but always underpinned by an urban spirit, the season places comfort at the forefront, with 
drop-crotch silhouettes and slouchy layers taking centre stage. Fluid lines and distinctive pleat finishes catch the 
light with every movement, lending a feminine allure to androgynous silhouettes.  

This season’s palette is a reflection of nature’s hues, from autumnal beige and warm gold to raw stone grey and 
dusty lavender. Textural contrast is key, with quilting and draped silhouettes softening the edges against vegan 
leather and matte finishes. The importance of sustainability is a thread woven throughout the collection; these 
are pieces to be worn again and again, mixed and matched for a multitude of combinations.

FEMININE/RAW/SOPHISTICATED fashion.

Enjoy the season. 
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BE YOUR
MODERN FEMME FATALE 

BY MIXING

7 PIECES
OF CLOTHING

AND GET 7 
DIFFERENT LOOKS

FOR ALL 7 DAYS 
OF THE WEEK.

EMBRACE A MORE

SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE

WITH OUR EDIT 
OF WARDROBE STAPLES 

DESIGNED TO BE 
MIXED AND MATCHED.
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